Evolution of semiconductor manufacturing technology leads to the rising trend of leakage current and the end of Dennard scaling. At the dark silicon era, aggressive power gating scheme with quantitative management on power-gated hardware resources is required. This paper proposes a novel approach -parallelism scaling -to control static energy on power-gated parallel hardware. This work presents performance-constrained optimization method to power off the greatest possible amount of hardware. As a first trial, this paper examines the idea on VLIW-style architecture exploiting instruction-level parallelism. This paper establishes a theoretical foundation to realize parallelism scaling. The mathematical programming theory includes (1) topological model to control the granularity of program partitioning, (2) optimal partitioning on well-structured control flow graph in polynomial time, and (3) decision support for parallelism through item packing model guided by energy density. Evaluation conducted on EEMBC Denbench benchmark suite shows at least 15% to 53% saving on static energy compared to non-powergated architecture. Compared to the state-of-art resource management scheme, our approach saves about 20% to 30% energy to meet the same performance demand. The evaluation reveals noteworthy opportunity to save static energy for future dark-silicon architecture design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Architects have been facing dark silicon challenge in recent years. Moore's law, together with Dennard scaling [1] , pushed the performance growth of computer systems for several decades: chip designers utilized fast feature-size shrinking to design processors with lower supply voltage and faster clock frequencies while maintaining the same power densities. However, the trend of Dennard scaling stopped at around 2005 due to the rapid growth of leakage current in deep-submicron manufacturing process [2] . Researchers forecast the coming of dark silicon era: with 7nm process node, over 50% of the chip area must be powered off [3] . As a consequence, architects turn to power gating technologies and the design of heterogeneous accelerators.
Power-gating [4] , [5] is a circuit technology to control the dissipation of static energy resulted primarily from the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Michele Magno . growth of leakage current. With power gating, the chip area is divided into power domains and special transistors are deployed to serve as current switches to cut off the leakage current flowing through temporarily unused power domains. Several circuit technologies have been proposed for power gating [4] , [5] , such as MTCMOS (multi-threshold voltage CMOS) and adaptive body bias. However, the following overheads induce challenges to power gating design [4] : (1) the chip area overhead on power rail routing and isolation cells, and (2) the state-transition overhead on time and energy to activate and deactive power-gated hardware. Compiler algorithms were also proposed to control the current switches (see Section II). Researchers [4] , [6] indicates that the energy to activate and deactive a hardware component once is equivalent to the static energy of keeping the hardware power-on for hundreds of cycles. The compiler has to trade-off between computational energy (the energy for normal computation) and the state-transition overhead.
There are various styles of accelerators, such as VLIW (very long instruction word) processors, vector units, graphics processing units (GPUs), and tensor processing units (TPUs) [7] . A common feature of the accelerators is that they use a pool of parallel hardware to accelerate the applications. In many applications (such as autonomous driving [8] ), the accelerators are deployed to meet certain (explicit or implicit) real-time performance demand. To meet performance demands from various applications, the system is usually over designed with provision of sufficient amount of hardware which may result in energy waste. To reduce the energy waste, we seek for the methods to depower part of the parallel hardware that exceeds performance demand.
Various accelerators in system-on-chips (SoCs) are in verylong-instruction-word (VLIW) architecture. A VLIW processor speeds up the program execution through exploiting instruction-level parallelism (ILP): multiple instructions (or operations) are packed into a single instruction bundle to be executed in a single cycle. The compiler is responsible for finding out parallel instructions and ensuring the correctness of the execution at off-line. At 2000s, various digital signal processors are VLIW architecture [9] - [13] . In recent years, various deep-learning accelerators are based on VLIW architectures enhanced with vector and SIMD instructions, such as Qualcomm Hexagan [14] , CEVA XM6 [15] , Tensilica visual DSP [16] . There are also computer vision applications accelerated by multiple VLIW cores [7] , [17] , such as Google's pixel visual core [7] . Key features of VLIW-like architectures are (1) simple hardware for execution control, and (2) exposing all hardware for software control. The features make VLIW architectures attractive for applications requiring good energy efficiency.
This paper studies the control over power-gated parallel hardware with real-time performance demand. A novel compiler algorithm, parallelism scaling, is proposed. As a first trial, we experiment the algorithm on a VLIW-style architecture. The compiler algorithm, consists of program partitioning and parallelism decision, is designed for performance-constrained energy optimization (PCEO): minimize the energy cost subject to a given deadline on program execution time. Consequently, the execution parallelism changes with time and the parallelism decision determines the power dissipation of the processor. As a result, a general mathematical programming theory is established and the framework has the potential to be applied to other styles of parallel hardware. Recall that high ratio of the chip area has to be powered off [3] . Through the mathematical programming model, we study how much energy can be saved through the best possible algorithm.
PCEO raises challenges to parallelism control. The previous work [18] proposes parallelism adaption algorithm to reduce energy consumption at peak-performance mode: each program region is simply assigned its speedup-saturation parallelism. For PCEO, a new algorithm is required to choose parallelism from a set of possible decisions. Nevertheless, the parallelism assignment interferes the program partitioning stage on the effect of controlling state-transition energy. To resolve the chicken-egg problem, we propose the multi-pass SRE-ED algorithm (see Section IV) that makes decision by examining solutions resulted from various program partitioning granularity. Addressing these issues, this paper makes the following contributions:
(1) A novel granularity control scheme for program partitioning, called SRE-criteria, to control the state-transition energy through a topological model, (2) A new program partitioning algorithm, PGR composition, that finds an optimal solution for the N -way multi-cut problem in polynomial time when the control flow graph is derived from a well-structured high-level language program, and (3) The GPED (greedy packing by energy density) algorithm to assign parallelism for PCEO. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the background and related work. Section III gives an overview and the problem modeling of the proposed approach. Section IV describes our strategy to devise the algorithm for PCEO. The compiler algorithm on the theoretical aspects is established at Section V and Section VI deals with the practical realization issues. Section VII presents the evaluation results and the conclusion is given at Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Here we present fundamental concepts on power gating and surveys related work on compiler-directed power-gating control.
A. FUNDAMENTALS: POWER GATING FOR DARK SILICON
The evolution of semiconductor manufacturing process brings the dark silicon challenge. Power dissipation of a chip can be divided into two parts: (1) the dynamic power, or switching power, resulted from voltage swings on the gates and wires, and (2) the static power, or leakage power, comes from the leakage current flowing through transistors even when the circuit has no switching activities. According to the report of Industry Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [19] , static power becomes the dominant part of the total power dissipation in today's deep-submicron manufacturing process. The raise of leakage current causes the failure of Dennard scaling [1] and leads to the era of dark silicon [2] . It is reported that, with 7nm manufacturing process, over 50% of the chip area must be powered off [3] . The major design trends in the dark silicon era are (1) widely deployment of power-gating circuitry to control the leakage current, and (2) the use of heterogeneous accelerators in domain-specific architectures to meet performance demand with good energy efficiency [7] , [20] , [21] .
Power gating is the technology to cut-off leakage current flowing through temporarily unused hardware components. The concept is illustrated in Figure 1 . Circuits for normal operations are divided into power domains and special transistors (different from the transistors used for normal opera- tions) are deployed to serve as current switches. Each power domain PD i has its own set of current switches. When PD i is idle, the sleep signal SLEEP i is asserted to make the current switches cut-off leakage current flowing through PD i . Several circuit technologies have been proposed for power gating [4] , [5] , such as MTCMOS (multi-threshold voltage CMOS) and adaptive body bias. This paper focuses on the architecture design and software control over the power-gating circuitry.
Major architectural design concerns come from the following overheads of power gating: 1) Timing overhead. To prevent the circuit been burned out by the rush current, a gradual wake-up scheme is deployed to activate a sleeping power domain [4] - [6] . This introduces the overhead of state-transition time on a power-gated architecture. We adopt the design proposed by [6] , which requires one additional clock cycle to execute a power-gating instruction. 2) Chip area overhead. Aside from the area occupied by current switches and power rails, isolation cells also contribute to the chip area overhead [4] , [5] . To prevent the circuit being destroyed during activation, an isolation cell is inserted for each net that crosses different power domains. The chip area overhead raises the granularity issue on power domain partitioning. 3) Energy overhead. Additional energy, called statetransition energy, is required to activate and deactivate a power domain. To gain energy saving, the time interval between two power-gating instructions has to exceed certain threshold T th . Previous researchers [4] , [6] reported that the state-transition energy is approximately equal to the static energy of keeping a power domain active for 100 cycles and hence T th ≈ 100 cycles. The overhead of state-transition energy is one of the major concerns in devising our compiler algorithm.
Besides power-gating control, another challenge in dark silicon era is the programmability over a pool of heterogeneous accelerators. Fully automatic compilation from a general-purpose programming language usually does not generate satisfactory program-to-hardware mapping. As a result, researchers proposed approaches such as code instrumentation [22] and domain-specific languages [23] which have explicit statements to direct the program-to-hardware mapping. Extensive profiling is used to guide the programto-hardware mapping [22] , [24] for embedded applications.
Programming a power-gated hardware also encounters similar programmability issue. While the programmability issue and language design are outside the scope of this research, we assume that our compiler algorithm will be deployed in a programming environment with directives for program-tohardware mapping guided by profiling. We also hope that the proposed theory will affect the programming environment design for accelerators in the future.
B. RELATED WORK: COMPILER-DIRECTED LEAKAGE POWER CONTROL
Various compiler algorithms to control power gating are proposed. The focus is to find out and enlarge the idle period through global instruction scheduling to shut down hardware [25] - [28] . The research trend moves towards practical processors in recent years. Abdel-Majeed et al. enlarges the idle period of functional units in a GPU through dynamic instruction issue policies [29] . Kumar et al. proposed algorithms to power off parts of vector lanes in an SIMD accelerator [30] . Aghilinasab et al. proposed algorithms to power off vector functional units in a GPU [31] . Considering the high threshold value of T th , Roy et al. [6] proposed loop-based control for power gating. Cherupalli et al. proposed binary code annotation for power gating control with clustering on logic gates to establish power domains and a power domain may spread across design modules [32] . Power gating may also be applied to routers in network-on-chip (NoC), such as in [33] .
The research trend further moves toward quantitative management on power-gated hardware: determining the amount of activated hardware throughout the execution. Power gating on register files and storage elements received attention [34] , [35] . Tabkhi and Schirner [36] proposed function-based scheme to control the amount of activated registers. Various researchers proposed some means of parallelism control to manage power-gated hardware. Girlado et al. [37] , [38] proposed designs that dynamically change the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) to execute a program on a VLIW processor. Researchers have also proposed designs that dynamically vary the amount of vector lanes and cores in a GPU [39] , [40] .
We also studied parallelism control on VLIW-style architectures. Considering that over 60% of the energy dissipated in a VLIW processor spent on register files [41] , [42] , we proposed the PGRF-VLIW architecture [43] featuring distributed and power-gated register files. Besides the shared register file (SRF) connected to all execution slots, each execution slot is associated with a local register file (LRF). Due to the reduced amount of access ports, a LRF consumes less energy compared to the SRF. Both the LRFs and SRF are partitioned into banks for power gating. A power domain may be (1) a bank in a LRF, (2) a bank in the SRF, or (3) functional units of an execution slot. Parallelism decision affects the energy dissipated on both functional units and register files. The local instruction scheduling algorithm (the DCCS algorithm in [43] ) performs operation clustering to reduce the amount of operand transfers through the SRF. As a result, the amount of cross-slot operand transfers (and hence the energy dissipated on register files) also scales with ILP. Based on the PGRF-VLIW architecture, we further proposed global parallelism adaption heuristic [18] to save energy at peak-performance mode, where each program region is executed with its speedup-saturation parallelism. In this paper, we advance the previous works by taking real-time performance demand to depower more hardware for energy saving.
III. SCENARIO AND MODELING OF PARALLELISM SCALING
The compiler algorithm is to improve energy efficiency of power-gated parallel hardware, aimed at reducing the energy dissipation to satisfy a given performance requirement. Figure 2 (a) shows the compilation flow. Assume that the execution parallelism of the hardware can be configured through power gating; Higher execution parallelism gets speedup at the cost of higher power dissipation. The compiler partitions the program into several power-gating regions (PGRs); A PGR is a program region to be executed with a fixed power-gating configuration. Each PGR is then assigned the parallelism to execute the program region. The program is then re-scheduled (with resource allocation) according to parallelism decisions on PGRs to determine power gating configurations and the code generation inserts power gating instructions. Consequently, as shown in Figure 2 (b), the execution parallelism (and hence power dissipation) changes with time as the execution progress. The optimization problem is to minimize the energy cost subject to the given deadline on the program execution time. Both the computational energy (the energy spent for normal computation) and the state-transition energy (the energy to activate/deactivate power domains) are considered. Later in this section, we formalize the optimization problem. Figure 3 gives an example of the application scenario. In a multi-media application, the video codec is to be offloaded onto an accelerator with power-gated parallel hardware to achieve the frame rate of 30 frames per second. The compiler takes the deadline constraint, 1/30 seconds to execute the loop body per iteration, from directives. The parallelism scaling compiler inserts power-gating instructions into the loop body to reduce the energy to achieve the frame rate. The compiler tries to depower hardware that exceeds performance demand. The compiler optimization relies on profiling information. Such a profiling-based optimization is suitable for applications in embedded systems with stable behavior that can be observed at offline [22] , [24] .
As the first trial, we experiment the compiler algorithm on the PGRF-VLIW architecture [43] , which scales the ILP. In the architecture, power-gating is deployed on execution slots as well as the distributed register files. The execution ILP affects the energy dissipated on both functional units and register files. Note that parallelism scaling can also be applied to traditional VLIW architectures with power gating on functional units only. However, the register file contributes over 60% of the total energy [41] , [42] and the energy saving effect is limited without re-designing the architecture.
We now formalize the compiler optimization problem, starting from modeling a power-gated architecture.
A. MODELING A POWER-GATED ARCHITECTURE
A power-gated architecture is modeled as follows. Table 1 lists the notations for the architecture modeling. Assume that the hardware architecture is partitioned into N power domains {PD 0 , PD 1 , PD 2 , . . . , PD N −1 }. A power-gating configuration (PG-config) to execute a program region is a 0-1 vector X = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N −1 ), where x i = 1 indicates that the power domain PD i is ON and x i = 0 indicates that PD i is OFF. A power domain PD i has the following attributes:
(1) e st (PD i ): the static power, in units of energy per cycle, of the power domain PD i , (2) e act (PD i ): the activation energy to power on the power domain PD i , (3) e dact (PD i ): the deactivation energy to power off the power domain PD i .
These energy attributes can be obtained from hardware synthesis. Energy attributes of the whole architecture can also be represented as vectors E st , E act , E dact as stated in Table 1 .
Refer to [6] for the hardware implementation of the powergating instruction that controls through such a 0-1 vector X . The computational energy is estimated as follows. Let X be the PG-config to execute a program region. The static power, in terms of energy per cycle, to execute the program with the PG-config X is the dot-product of E st and X :
which is the sum of the static power of all power-on domains. The computational (static) energy will be P st (X ) * T if the processor executes with the PG-config X for T cycles. Multiple power domains may be of the same type of hardware components. An alternative way is to estimate the computational energy from resource requirements to each type of hardware components. Let R t (X ) be the amount of activated type t hardware in PG-config X and e st,t is the static energy per cycle for a type t hardware. The computational energy per cycle for the PG-config X can also be estimated as follows:
The state-transition energy is estimated as follows. Consider the case of switching the PG-config from X to Y . We introduce the notation ||Y − X || = (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N −1 ) where
.) The activation energy of switching the PG-config from X to Y is thus
Similarly, the deactivation energy of switching the PG-config from X to Y can also be calculated from the dot product:
And the state-transition energy of switching from X to Y is the sum of activation and deactivation energy: Figure 4 illustrates the modeling of the compiler optimization and Table 2 lists the notations for the modeling. The input is the deadline T DL on execution time and a control flow graph (CFG) annotated with profiling and prescheduling information to model an application program. An application program is modeled as a CFG annotated with profiling and pre-scheduling information. (Later in Section VI, the graph-theoretical modeling will be implemented as a cross-procedural optimization.) Profiling annotates the CFG with (1) the execution count C Ex (B i ) on each basic block B i , and (2) the transition count C tr (B i , B j ) on each edge (B i , B j ). (Please refer to [37] , [44] for how the compiler profiles an application program to obtain the execution counts.) Local instruction scheduling is performed multiple times on each basic block B i to obtain the execution cycles per entrance ETPE(B i , p) for each possible parallelism p.
B. MODELING THE COMPILER OPTIMIZATION
The time and energy for normal computation determined by a solution S = (RP, PA) are estimated as follows. Assigning parallelism p i to a PGR R i determines the cost for normal computation on R i . The total computational time spent on R i is estimated from profiling and pre-scheduling information:
which is the total cycles to execute all basic blocks B j ∈ R i . Note that the program execution may go into R i multiple times and WT cp (R i , p i ) counts the total cycles for all entrances. Assigning parallelism p i to execute a PGR R i also determines the power-gating configuration X (R i , p i ), which is a 0-1 vector, to execute R i . By performing instruction scheduling with resource allocation, the parallelism assignment determines the required amount of hardware components R t (R i , p i ) for each hardware type t. (For example, for the PGRF-VLIW architecture [43] , performing instruction scheduling and register allocation over R i with the assigned parallelism p i determines the amount of of register banks in local and shared register files as well as the amount of functional units to execute R i .) According to Section III-A, the static power (energy per cycle) to execute R i is estimated from the resource requirements:
And the total computational energy contributed by R i can be estimated from the execution time:
The total computational cost of a solution S = (RP, PA) is the total cost over all PGRs:
where WT cp (RP, PA) and WE cp (RP, PA) is the total computational time and energy, respectively, determined by the solution S = (RP, PA).
During the compiler optimization, the computational costs per entrance to a PGR are also required. The number of times the execution goes into a PGR R i is
which is the total transition count for all edges go into R i . The computational time and energy per entrance to R i are estimated as follows. The state-transition overhead of a solution S = (RP, PA) is as follows. For two adjacent PGRs R i and R j , the amount of execution transition from R i to R j is estimated from the total transition count for all edges going from R i to R j :
We assume that executing the power-gating instruction once spends a constant amount of cycles T str . The time spent for state transition is
Note that the state-transition time depends on the partitioning RP only and is independent of the parallelism assignment PA. The solution S = (RP, PA) determines the PG-config X (R i , p i ) and X (R j , p j ) for the two PGRs R i and R j . Section III-A gives the state-transition energy E str (X (R i , p i ), X (R j , p j )) for each time the execution goes from R i to R j . Hence we have the total state-transition energy: WE str (RP, PA)
We summarize the optimization problem as follows. As the input, the application program is modeled as a CFG with profiling and pre-scheduling information annotated. The compiler algorithm determines a PS-solution S = (RP, PA), which consists of the CFG partitioning RP and parallelism assignment PA. The solution determines the total time (WT (RP, PA)) and energy (WE(RP, PA)) to execute the program, which consists of costs from normal computation and state-transition.
Considering both the computational cost and state-transition overhead, the optimization problem is to minimize the energy cost WE(RP, PA) subject to the deadline constraint WT (RP, PA) ≤ T DL .
IV. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
We now start to devise the parallelism scaling algorithm for performance-constrained energy optimization. Taking the deadline constraint, the algorithm seeks for opportunities to depower hardware exceeding performance demand. The motivation toward PCEO will be shown in Section IV-A: program regions differ in the energy efficiency on raising parallelism to earn speedup and tuning parallelism over program regions gains energy saving to meet the given VOLUME 8, 2020 performance demand. However, adapting parallelism for PCEO encounters new difficulties. The compiler has to consider both computational energy and state transition energy. But the two concerns conflict one another: while it is easier to improve resource utilization to save computational energy for small PGRs, a solution with large PGRs saves state-transition energy. Moreover, dealing with the two concerns induces an chicken-egg problem on arranging algorithmic stages. As a result, we propose multi-pass SRE-ED algorithm for PCEO, in which the optimization is directed by the two key quantities state-returning energy (SRE) and energy density (ED). Here we devise the strategy through introducing the chicken-egg problem.
We begin from the loop-based program partitioning strategy to address the difficulties for PCEO. Figure 5 illustrates the two-stage approach for the program partitioning phase:
• Stage 1: PGR-core identification. This stage identifies loops with sufficiently long execution time per entrance (ETPE) {RB 0 , RB 1 , RB 2 , . . .} as PGR cores.
• Stage 2: PGR establishment. This stage expands PGR cores to form PGRs. In the CFG model (the right-hand side of Figure 5 ), an identified PGR core RB i is merged as an R-node, and ordinary basic blocks in the CFG are called B-nodes. A PGR R i is a connected subgraph having exactly one R-node. The optimization problem in this stage is to minimize the total edge transition count across PGRs subject to the R-node and connectivity constraint.
The reason to adopt the loop-based partitioning strategy comes from the threshold T th on the time interval between two power-gating instructions. It is reported that, to gain energy saving, T th ≈ 100 in previous works [4] , [6] . The most likely program structures to have ETPE>100 cycles are loops. We make each PGR having a loop with ETPE > T th within it. PCEO induces the chicken-egg problem between the program partitioning and parallelism assignment phase. A straight forward approach is to have a parallelism assignment phase following the program partitioning phase (as the third stage). The task of the program partitioning phase is to control the state-transition overhead (WT str and WE str ) by having each PGR has sufficiently long ETPE. But the ETPE of a PGR is determined by the assigned parallelism at a later stage. The parallelism assignment phase is aimed at controlling the computational energy and time (WE cp and WT cp ). To limit the complexity, parallelism assignment is made through a series of parallelism tuning watching at computational energy only. However, tuning the parallelism of a PGR R i not only affects the computational energy of R i but also affects the state-transition energy to PGRs neighboring to R i . The parallelism tuning interferes the control of state-transition energy at the program partitioning phase. Facing the chicken-egg problem, we propose the multi-pass SRE-ED algorithm for PCEO. Each pass of the algorithm goes through both the program partitioning and the parallelism assignment phase to generate a candidate solution. To balance between computational and state-transition energy, the final outcome is selected from multiple candidate solutions differ in granularity of PGRs. Key issues to realize the idea are (1) parallelism tuning strategy, (2) devise a quantitative measure to control the granularity of PGRs, and (3) control the complexity (amount of passes) of the multi-pass algorithm. To resolve these issues, we start from examining the parallelism tuning phase at Section IV-A and then go back to the program partitioning phase at Section IV-B. The framework of the compiler algorithm for PCEO is given in Section IV-C.
A. PARALLELISM TUNING BY ENERGY DENSITY
We examine the parallelism assignment phase first. Suppose a region partitioning RP = {R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R N −1 } is given and fixed. Parallelism assignment over RP is made through a series of parallelism tuning watching at computational energy only. Starting from an initial assignment, the algorithm iteratively tunes up or down the parallelism of some PGR R i to improve energy efficiency. We use part of the experiment data from MPEG4 encoding as an example to illustrate the motivation. (Refer to Section VII for the experiment method.) Figure 6 (a) and (b) show how the static power and speedup scales with ILP for two loops (R 75 and R 71 ) with ETPE>100 cycles at the peak-performance mode. (The static power is normalized with respect to the power dissipation at ILP = 1.) Both loops have speedup saturated at ILP = 8 but differ on the energy efficiency for high-ILP execution. The loop R 75 has poor energy efficiency: the slope of speedup gradually reduces for ILP>3 and the power scales up faster than speedup. By contrast, the loop R 71 has good energy efficiency: the speedup scales linearly with constant slope and grows faster than power. Suppose we have an initial solution that satisfies the performance constraint by setting ILP = 5 for both loops. In this example, we reduce the ILP of R 75 to 3 to save energy and raise the ILP on R 71 to 8 to compensate for the lost performance. The tuning achieves the same performance requirement with lower energy cost.
The parallelism tuning works on speed levels. The set of speed levels of a PGR R i is the set of candidate parallelism to be decided for R i . Figure 6(c) gives an example. Observing how the computational energy changes with ILP, speed levels of a PGR are chosen such that energy cost monotonically increases with the candidate ILP. In this example, the possibilities to assign ILP = 4 and 5 are excluded since assigning ILP = 6 is better on both execution time and energy. Speed levels are built by iteratively selecting the next parallelism with minimum energy cost, and the speed-level l = 0 is the parallelism of the minimum energy mode.
The parallelism tuning works on the item-stack model as illustrated in Figure 7 . Each PGR R i has a stack of items where an item stands for a speed-level of R i . The key attribute of a speed-level l ≥ 1 is energy density ED i (l):
which is the average energy cost to reduce one unit of execution time by raising the speed-level of R i from (l − 1) to l. (Energy(R i , l) and ExeTime(R i , l) are the computational energy and execution time, respectively, to execute R i with speed level l.) In Figure 7 , we mark the energy density on each item. A PA-solution PA j is a skyline which cuts through the stack of R i at the height of the assigned parallelism. Parallelism tuning is to adjust the position where PA j cuts through a stack. The guideline is to raise parallelism through items with low energy density and down the parallelism through items with high energy density. Furthermore, the selection has to match speed levels and exclude parallelism higher than speedup-saturation points. In Figure 7 , PA 1 is a solution obtained by tuning from PA 0 following the guidelines. The chicken-egg problem is that the parallelism tuning may interfere the program partitioning phase on the control of state-transition energy. The parallelism tuning watches at computational energy only and may increase state-transition energy. In the example of Figure 7 , the difference on execution ILP between R 95 and R 71 is increased after the tuning. This may increase the state-transition energy if the two PGRs are adjacent. We derive a scheme to control the granularity over PGRs to ensure energy saving from parallelism tuning.
B. PROGRAM PARTITIONING BY STATE-RETURNING ENERGY
We now go back to the program partitioning phase and focus on the PGR-core identification stage, which is to control the granularity of PGRs by detecting loops with sufficiently long ETPE as PGR cores. Recall that the parallelism tuning watches at computational energy only and results in estimation error on state-transition energy. To control the granularity of PGRs, the key issue is to assert an upper-bound over the error of state-transition energy resulted from the parallelism tuning. The error upper-bound has to be depending on the candidate PGR (loop) only. The PGR-core identification criteria is then derived from the error upper-bound to ensure that the parallelism tuning will not introduce too much statetransition overhead. We give a short derivation here and readers can refer to Appendix A for detailed mathematical proof behind the derivation.
We devise the error upper-bound through the following topological model over the set of all power-gating configurations. A power-gating configuration X (a 0-1 vector) is a point in the space and the distance from a point X to another point Y , denoted D(X , Y ), is defined to be the state-transition energy E str (X , Y ) to switch the PG-config from X to Y . For any three points X , Y , Z , the following inequality holds:
(Refer to Appendix A for the proof.) Figure 8 (a) shows the geometric interpretation of the triangle inequality. A key quantity is the state-returning energy (SRE) defined as follows:
which is the energy to switch the PG-config from X to Y and back to X .
An error upper-bound on state-transition energy resulted from parallelism tuning is as follows. Figure 8(b) shows the geometric interpretation. Suppose we have a region partitioning RP which results in the execution trace of PGRs {R (0) , R (1) , R (2) , . . .}. We have two PA-solutions PA 0 and PA 1 on the partitioning RP. (One may think that PA 1 is an improved solution tuned from PA 0 .) Solutions PA 0 and PA 1 result in execution traces of PG-configs {X (0) , X (1) , X (2) , . . .} and {Y (0) , Y (1) , Y (2) , . . .}, respectively. X (j) and Y (j) are two PG-configs applied to the same PGR R (j) . The total distance of an execution trace is the total state-transition energy of the underlying solution.
Eq. (1) implies the upper-bound over the difference in statetransition energy between the two solutions:
Please refer to Appendix A for the detailed proof of Eq. (2).
Eq. (2) leads to the guideline for PGR granularity control: ensuring that the SRE for each speed level of the PGRs is small compared to the computational energy. (Refer to Appendix A for the rationale from the view point of equation derivations.) The PGR-core identification criteria checks the state-returning energy for each speed level of a candidate loop. A loop is marked as a PGR core if the SRE for each speed level is small compared to its own computational energy. In later sections, we formalize the concepts to devise the algorithm to identify loops as PGR cores.
C. MULTI-PASS ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK FOR PCEO
Algorithm 1 shows the framework of the multi-pass SRE-ED algorithm for performance-constrained energy optimization. Each pass generates a candidate solution (RP , PA ) (cf. Line 2 to 7) and the candidate solution with minimum energy cost is selected as the final outcome (cf. Line 8). Each pass goes through three stages. The first stage (Line 3) identifies a set of PGR cores {RB 0 , RB 1 , . . . , RB N −1 } as the seed of the candidate solution (RP , PA ). This stage controls the granularity of PGRs with the control variable ∈ (0, 1), which is an upper bound on the error ratio of state-transition energy related to the computational energy. And the error of state-transition energy is calculated from the state-returning energy as devised in Section IV-B. Following the model in Figure 5 The theory of state-returning energy in Section IV-B enables the control of the PGR granularity and the algorithm complexity. Estimating the SREs of a candidate region R i asserts the upper bound on the error of state-transition energy resulted from parallelism tuning. By relating the error upper-bound to R i 's own computational energy, the PGR granularity can be indicated by the error ratio . And should be controlled within a limited range (0, 1). Our experiment shows that only a limited amount of values have to be examined to obtain a solution with good energy efficiency. The concept will be formalized in Section V-A.
We elaborate the framework of Algorithm 1 as follows. Section V devise the algorithm on theoretical aspects: assuming the whole program is modeled as a (huge) CFG. Besides realization of SRE-ED strategy, we also make improvements to the PGR establishment stage. The PGR establishment is a N-way multi-cut problem which is proved to be NP-complete [45] . Nevertheless, a CFG resulted from a high-level language program can usually be classified into a limited set of structure types. We propose a polynomial-time algorithm to obtain an optimal partitioning when some well-structuring assumption holds on the CFG. Section VI deals with practical issues to realize the algorithm, where a program contains multiple functions. A cross-procedural optimization algorithm for parallelism scaling is developed. Back-off heuristics are also proposed to deal with situations when the idealized assumptions do not hold.
V. THE SRE-ED ALGORITHM: THEORETICAL ASPECTS
Here we devise the SRE-ED algorithm theoretically with idealized assumptions. Section V-A to V-C elaborate the 3-stage algorithm to establish a solution (RP , PA ) for a pass. Section V-D summarizes the development as a multi-pass algorithm.
A. IDENTIFYING PGR CORES WITH GRANULARITY CONTROL
We propose two criteria, the item-SRE and region-SRE criteria, to check whether a candidate loop R i is eligible to be a PGR core or not. Quantities involved in the checking are as follows:
1) T cp (R i , p max ): the ETPE of R i when executed with maximum parallelism, 2) E i (l): the increased computational energy per entrance when we switch the speed-level from (l − 1) to l for some l ≥ 1, 3) E 0 (R i ): the computational energy per entrance of R i at speed-level 0, 4) SRE i (l): the state-returning energy to switch PG-configs between speed level (l − 1) and l on R i .
Granularity control is fully parameterized through two parameters T th and . Each criteria has two rules. Rule (1) asserts a lower-bound on ETPE such that the energy saved by powering off a hardware does not exceed the additional energy on activation and deactivation. We set T th to be the ratio of activation and deactivation energy to the static energy per cycle. (Note that we can also enlarge T th to tolerate the state-transition time.) Rule (2) asserts the SRE to be within a small portion of the computational energy affected by parallelism tuning. The ratio is controlled by the parameter ∈ (0, 1). Our experiments examine the effect of ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9} and select the solution with minimum energy cost. The criteria are to check whether a loop has a sufficiently large iteration count such that the SRE is small compared to the computational energy. The quantity SRE i (l) is independent of the iteration count. The quantities T cp (R i , p max ), E i (l), and E 0 (R i ) are proportional to the iteration count. The criteria will be eventually satisfied if the iteration count exceeds a certain threshold. 
B. PGR COMPOSITION FOR OPTIMAL PARTITIONING
The next stage is to establish PGRs by expanding from the identified PGR cores. Recall Section IV that we are to partition a CFG with R-nodes and B-nodes and trying to find a minimum cut. The N -way minimum cut problem is NP-complete for an arbitrary graph [45] . Nevertheless, a CFG resulted from a high-level language program is ''usually 
Algorithm 2 RMark_CoreLoop
Input: a node L in the LHT Return: amount of PGR cores identified in the subtree of L 1: {Recursion into each sub-loop} 2: Cnt ← 0 3: for each sub-loop L i of L do 4: Cnt ← Cnt + RMark_CoreLoop(L i ); 5: end for 6: 7: {terminate if there are sub-loops marked as PGR-core} 8: if Cnt > 0 then return Cnt; 9:
10: {check loop L with the criteria} 11: if L satisfies the PGR core criteria then 12: mark the program region of L as a PGR core; 13: return 1; 14: else 15: return 0; 16: end if well-structured''. Here we propose a polynomial-time algorithm to obtain the optimal RP-solution for such a well-structured CFG. Brief description of the PGR composition algorithm is given here and the details are at Appendix B.
A CFG is well structured in the sense that the CFG can be re-organized as a hierarchy of structural components. A compiler can partition the CFG into a hierarchy of singleentry regions, where each region is a subgraph of the CFG with one entrance block [46] . We further observed that singleentry regions resulted from a high-level language program usually fall into a limited set of structure types. A structural component is a single-entry region that matches one of the structure-type classification rules in Table 3 . Figure 9 shows the graphical patterns for each structure type. The bottom levels are structures having only one node: a N-structure for a B-node and an R-structure for an R-node (a loop marked as a PGR core). In an intermediate level, a structural component SG has a head node HB, the unique entry node, and a set of sub-components {SG 0 , SG 1 , SG 2 , . . .}, where each SG i is also a single-entry region. The structures are formed from typical program constructs such as a for loop, a while loop, a switch-case or an if-then-else statement. The hierarchy is represented as a structural component tree (SCT), in which a node is a structural component SG and a child of SG is one of its sub-components. Figure 10 gives an example: the program at left-hand side is transformed to the hierarchy of single-entry regions (by LLVM v2.9 [44] ) at the right-hand side. The for loop forms the L-structure SG 1 , which has a head node and a loop body SG 3 as a S-structure. In the loop body SG 3 , the if-then-else statement forms the B-structure SG 4 . 
1) BASIC CONCEPTS OF PGR COMPOSITION

Our algorithm builds RP-solutions bottom-up with a SCT. Consider a structural component SG having sub-components
{SG 0 , SG 1 , SG 2 , . . .}. A solution RP over SG is ''composed from'' a set of partial solutions {RP 0 , RP 1 , RP 2 , . . .}, where each RP i is a RP-solution over the sub-component SG i . In the composed solution RP, a PGR R j is either a PGR in some RP i or built by merging PGRs from multiple partial solutions. In the latter case, such R j spreads across multiple sub-components.
An RP-solution RP over a structural component SG is a partitioning over nodes in SG with two additional pseudo nodes: PN s at the start side and PN e at the end side. Each of PN s and PN e can be assigned to be either R-type or Btype. Let R s be the PGR containing PN s and R e be the one containing PN e . RP is extend-out style (EO-style) at the start side if PN s is B-type, which means that R s (rooted at some R-node in SG) is to be extended out and merge with other PGR outside SG. RP is extend-in style (EI-style) at the start side if PN s is R-type and R s has nodes other than PN s . In this case, a PGR outside SG (rooted at an R-node also outside SG) is to be extended into SG and merge with nodes in R s . RP is closed style (C-style) at the start side if PN s is the unique nodes in R s . Similarly, the end side of RP can also be classified into one of EO/EI/C-style depending on the type of PN e and R e . Figure 11 illustrates how PGR composition works. Imagine that a PGR is ''grown'' from an R-node as the root and gradually includes B-nodes into the PGR. Figure 11(a) is a S-structure SG having two sub-components SG 0 and SG 1 . Figure 11 (b) shows a partial solution RP 0 on SG 0 , which is EI-type at the end side. Figure 11 (c) is a partial solution RP 1 over SG 1 , and is of EO-type on the start side. RP 0 and RP 1 are eligible to compose a new solution since the EO/EI type matches on the contacting side. Figure 11(d) shows the solution RP over SG, which is composed from RP 0 and RP 1 . The solution RP contains PGRs in RP 0 and RP 1 . The two distinguished PGRs R e and R s are merged to form a PGR R 1 spread across SG 0 and SG 1 . R 1 is connected and has exactly one R-node RB 1 .
2) RULE-BASED PGR COMPOSITION ALGORITHM
RP-solutions over a structural component are classified into 12 classes. For a solution RP with R s = R e , the type code X − Y denotes that RP is X -style at the start side and Ystyle at its end side, where X and Y are one of the direction code EO, EI, C. For the example in Figure 11 , the partial solution RP 0 is EO-EI type and the composed solution RP is EO-EO type. For RP-solutions that places the two pseudo nodes in the same PGR R se = R s = R e , we make the three distinct types: (1) DSEO type: RP is double-sided extendout if R se contains B-type pseudo nodes on both sides. (2) FET type: RP is forward extend through type if R se has a R-type pseudo node at the start side and a B-type pseudo node at the end side. (3) BET type: RP is backward extend through type if R se has a B-type pseudo node at the start side and a R-type pseudo node at the end side. RP-solutions are built from case-by-case composition rules. For each structure type and target solution type, a composition rule is established to specify how such a RP-solution is composed from partial solutions. A rule has two parts:
(1) specifying all available type combinations to select partial solutions from sub-components, and (2) rules to compose PGRs by merging and keeping PGRs in partial solutions. There are 4*12 = 48 rules, and the complete rule table is in Appendix B. Table 4 lists part of the rule table to illustrate  how the composition rules work. Examples of PGR composition using the rule table are as follows. Figure 11 is an example of the first case in Table 4 : composing an EO-EO solution on a S-structure with two subcomponents. The example selects partial solutions in the type combination (EO-EI, EO-EO) listed in the table. Figure 12 shows an example of the second case in Table 4 : composing a DSEO solution on a L-structure SG. A partial solution on the loop body is eligible to build the target type if it has exactly one PGR in {R s , R e } for extending out. The type selection rule enumerates all type combinations satisfying the constraint. In Figure 12 (b), we select a partial solution in EO-EI type. The DSEO region R se is built as follows: R se is initially rooted at R s on the start side of the loop body, extended out to cover {B 5 , PN s , PN e } of the loop, and then extended back into SG 0 to cover R e . This results in the solution in Figure 12 if SG is a R-structure or a N-structure then 2: compose all representative solutions for SG as shown in Figure 13 return; 4: else 5: for each sub-component SG i of SG do 6: perform Algorithm 3 to build representative solutions {RP T (SG i )} for SG i ; 7: end for 8: end if 9:
10: for each solution type T do 11: initiate the candidate set C RP ← ∅; 12: for each type combination (T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n−1 ) on partial solutions for type T do 13: if the set of partial solutions {RP T i (SG i )} exists then 14: compose type-T solution RP c of SG from {RP T i (SG i )}; 15: C RP ← C RP {RP c }; 16: end if 17: end for 18: pick the representative solution the target type T . The solution RP T i (SG i ) is selected if type-T i partial solution from SG i is needed. A candidate solution RP c is built if all partial solutions in the set {RP T i (SG i )} are available. The candidate solution with minimum transition cost (C str (RP c )) is picked as RP T (SG) for the target type. We prove that the algorithm generates RP T (SG) when the set of type-T solutions on SG is not empty. Moreover, we prove that RP T (SG) has minimum transition cost over all type-T solutions on SG. At the root of this SCT, the representative C-C solution is selected as the outcome. Appendix B gives the detailed proof.
C. PARALLELISM ASSIGNMENT
The last stage is to find a PA-solution PA = {p i }. The objective is to minimize the computational energy WE cp (RP, PA) subject to the deadline constraint WT cp (RP, PA) ≤ T DL on computation time, where T DL is calculated from the deadline T DL with state-transition time excluded. The time needed for state-transition is determined by RP and is independent of the parallelism assignment. Algorithm 4 is the proposed 10: {Iterative packing to establish I PA } 11: while WT cp > T DL and I ready = ∅ do 12: remove I i,j with minimum ED(I i,j ) from I ready ; 13: I PA ← I PA {I i,j }; 14: WT cp ← WT cp − WT (I i,j ); 15: WE cp ← WE cp + WE(I i,j ); 16: if I i,j+1 exists then 17: I ready ← I ready {I i,j+1 }; 18: end if 19 : end while 20: 21: return solution PA built from I PA ;
heuristic, named greedy packing by energy density (GPED). Parallelism assignment is treated as an item packing problem and an item I i,j stands for the speed-level j of a PGR R i . Figure 14 illustrates how the algorithm works on the item-stack model using the same example on Figure 7 . The parallelism tuning starts from an initial solution PA 0 , which assigns all PGRs with speed-level 0. The tuning iteratively packs items into a set I PA , which is the set of items below the skyline of a solution PA. Packing I i,j into I PA is to raise the parallelism of R i from speed-level (j − 1) to j. The effect is to reduce the computation time by WT (I i,j ) at the cost of additional energy WE(I i,j ). The policy is to select the ready item I i,j with minimum energy density:
The procedure terminates when the performance constraint is satisfied.
D. SUMMARY: THE SRE-ED ALGORITHM
Algorithm 5 finds the parallelism scaling solution, which is elaborated from the framework at Algorithm 1. Two approaches, the item-SRE and region-SRE approach, share the same framework depending on which criteria at Section V-A is used at Line 3. This is a multi-pass algorithm and a pass builds a candidate solution S = (RP , PA ) from PGR-cores identified with control parameter (T th , ). The parameter T th is fixed to the overhead ratio: T th =(activation plus deactivation energy)/(static energy per cycle). In our experiments, we set ∈ {0.10, 0.20, 0.30, . . . , 0.90}. The candidate solution with minimum energy is selected as the outcome. 
VI. PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF SRE-ED ALGORITHM
Two issues must be dealt with to realize Algorithm 5 for practical use: (1) a back-off heuristic for program partitioning in case that the CFG is not well structured, and (2) cross-procedural partitioning such that a PGR may spread across multiple functions. We briefly describe the policies here and the details are in Appendix C.
A. BACK-OFF HEURISTIC FOR ARBITRARY CFG STRUCTURES
The back-off heuristic for PGR composition is as follows. A single-entry region not fitting to any type in Table 3 is marked as an irregular structure (I-structure). The PGR composition still builds representative RP-solutions bottom-up with the SCT. RP-solutions over an I-structure is built by greedy expansion through the edge with maximum state-transition count.
B. PARALLELISM SCALING AS CROSS-PROCEDURAL OPTIMIZATION
The second issue is to build cross-procedural program partitioning. Modeling the whole program as a CFG is sound in theory but not realistic in practice. Usually an application program has multiple functions, and a CFG generated by the compiler platform (such as LLVM [44] ) covers only a single function. Expanding all functions to build a (huge) CFG is not realistic. Moreover, there may be small functions with very low ETPE that are not eligible to form any PGRs, and a PGR may need to spread across multiple functions.
Cross-procedural program partitioning is realized as follows. Algorithms 2 and 3 are implemented to work on a patched CFG covering a single function. The CFG is patched with function structures (F-structures) to link information to callees. PS-solutions are obtained by Algorithm 5 with Lines 3 and 4 work on the call graph. Both the PGR-core identification and PGR-composition stage examines the call graph (with strong components merged as a single node) in reverse topological order. Upon examining a function, Algorithms 2 and 3 work on a CFG with F-structures and the resulting PGR may spread across multiple functions. The details are in Appendix C. 
VII. EVALUATION
The evaluation on energy efficiency is conducted using the Denbench benchmark suite [47] . The proposed algorithm is implemented on the LLVM compiler platform (version 2.9) [44] to obtain PS-solutions. An energy model is established through logic synthesis with SAED 28/32 nm [48] cell library to obtain the static energy over functional units and register files of the PGRF-VLIW architecture [43] . Here we present analysis data to draw the major conclusions. More data for insight analysis can be found in Appendix D.
The evaluation is on an 8-issue PGRF-VLIW architecture, which contains a shared register file (SRF) connected to all execution slots; each execution slot has its own local register file (LRF). The SRF has 16 read ports, 8 write ports, and 8 banks of registers with 4 registers per bank for power gating. A LRF has 2 read ports, 1 write port, and 4 banks of registers with 4 registers per bank. (The feasibility in terms of implementation overhead was justified in [43] .) The VLIW architecture has 8 homogeneous integer execution slots, and 2 of the execution slots can execute load/store operations. Each execution slot is an individual power domain. We take an LLVM-IR operation as a machine operation, which matches standard RISC instruction set.
Static power is obtained by synthesizing functional units and register files with the design constraint of 1 GHz clock frequency. All shared and local register files are implemented in Verilog for synthesis. We synthesize the ALU, multiplier, and divisor from RISC-V Rocket core [49] to obtain parameters of an execution slot. We adopt the design proposed in [6] , in which executing a power-gating instruction costs only one cycle. We introduce the parameter OVR to indicate the overhead ratio: the activation and deactivation energy are calculated as the static energy per cycle times OVR. According to previous works [4] , [6] , we analyze the energy efficiency assuming OVR = 100. Various physical design factors may affect OVR [4] and there are other researchers report OVR around 10 to 20 [39] . We also evaluate our approach for OVR ranging from 10 to 1000.
We compare our approaches to two baseline approaches:
• Baseline 1: the traditional VLIW architecture without power gating, which has a shared register file connected to all execution slots. Application programs are scheduled with fixed ILP = 8.
• Baseline 2: the Tabkhi's approach to manage powergated hardware [36] . A function forms a PGR and a uniform parallelism is assigned to all PGRs. To the best of our knowledge, the Tabkhi's work is the most relevant state-of-art work on quantitative management over power-gated hardware resources.
A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF SCALING PARALLELISM
Evaluation results are presented as solution series projected onto the energy-time space (E-T space). Figure 15 shows the results for OVR = 100. A PS-solution S is projected to the point (WT (S), WE(S)). Time and energy are normalized:
• 1 unit of the time is the time to execute the application with one execution slot without power-gating,
• 1 unit of energy is the total energy to execute the application on traditional VLIW architecture without power gating (Baseline 1).
A solution series is represented by a curve on the E-T space. The baseline curve ''Tabkhi'' is the solution series {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S 8 } where each S k is resulted from the Baseline 2 and scheduled with the uniform parallelism k. We take execution time from the baseline series as a set of deadline constraints to generate improved solutions from our algorithms. The curve ''region-SRE'' is the solution series {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S 8 } generated by the region-SRE approach, where the solution S k is generated by setting deadline constraint T DL = WT (S k ). We call S k the solution obtained by parallelism tuning from the base-ILP k. Similarly, the ''item-SRE'' curve is generated by the item-SRE approach with T DL = WT (S k ) for each base-ILP k. Sweeping from right to left, the curve of a solution series shows how the energy cost scales up as performance demand rises. The bottom-right corner stands for the minimum energy mode and the peak-performance mode is at the top-left corner.
Each of the power-gating approaches has significant energy saving in peak-performance mode: each curve lies under the horizontal line of energy = 1, the energy cost of the non-power-gated approach. Compared to Baseline 1, our approaches (both region-SRE and item-SRE) save 15% to 53% of the static energy in the peak-performance mode. Compared to Baseline 2, our approaches reduce 23% to 32% of the energy cost in peak-performance mode except for ''b04-mp2encode'' and ''b06-cjpeg''. On ''b04-mp2encode'' and ''b06-cjpeg'', our approaches save 5% and 8% of baseline energy, respectively.
Overall, our approaches reduce the energy required to meet performance demand in PCEO mode compared to Baseline 2. The curves of region-SRE and item-SRE are lower than ''Tabkhi'', except for the two programs ''b03-mp2encode'' and ''b04-mp2decode''. Figure 16 and 17 shows an alternative view to the results: the ratio of execution time (
WT (S k ) ) and energy (
WE(S k )
WE(S k ) ) obtained from parallelism tuning for each base-ILP k. Our parallelism tuning satisfies the performance demand for each tuning case: the execution-time ratio is under 1.00 in Figure 16 . Figure 17 shows that the energy saving effect becomes obvious when we raise the performance demand. For high performance demand with base-ILP≥5, our approaches save 20% to 30% of the energy required to meet the same performance demand. For most of the tuning cases, the region-SRE and item-SRE approach have comparable efficiency. However, ''b03-mp2encode'' and ''b05-mp3player'' shows that the region-SRE approach has a more stable optimization effect compared to the item-SRE approach. When performance demand is reduced (for base-ILP≤4), the advantage of our approaches is to reduce the execution time without increasing energy cost. Observed from Figure 16 , the execution time is significantly lower than demand when base-ILP is 1 or 2.
The energy saving comes from exploiting the program behavior on the distribution of workload and energy densities. Refer to Appendix D for the analysis. The analysis shows that (1) core loops with sufficiently long ETPE occupies most of the workload, and (2) such loops have high variance on speedup-saturation parallelism/power and energy densities. For applications with such program behaviors, we can expect energy saving from parallelism scaling if the statetransition overhead is zero. The SRE-criteria serves as a filter to filter out core loops by the error ratio , which relates the state-transition overhead to the saving on computational energy. We apply multiple filters ( values) to find a balance point between computational energy and state-transition overhead. The reduction on total energy indicates that such balance points do exist.
The evaluation reveals the room to save static energy by PCEO. Raising the demand from minimum-energy mode to peak-performance mode produces speedup values ranging from 1.49x to 2.04x. Moreover, 47% to 73% of the energy cost of peak-performance mode is reduced if we lower the demand to minimum-energy mode. Executing in peak-performance mode is relatively energy inefficient. In Figure 15 , the curves of the solution series look like the letter ''L''. This means that, when pushing the performance demand near peak-performance, an exorbitant energy cost is paid just to gain minuscule saving in execution time. This encourages the application developer to do solution space exploration for PCEO rather than executing in peak-performance mode as in our previous work [18] . Considering all the evaluation results, we recommend the developer to do performance-constrained energy optimization using the region-SRE approach.
B. ADAPTION FOR POWER GATING OVERHEAD
We evaluated the energy efficiency for OVR ∈ {10, 50, 100, 500, 1000} to show that our approach is suitable for various circuit technologies that varies on power gating overhead. High OVR results in difficulty gaining energy savings through power gating. A search of the literature revealed no articles that reported OVR greater than 1000 [4] , [6] , [39] , [40] . Here we present the results for OVR = 1000. The complete results are in Appendix D. Figure 18 shows the solution series when OVR = 1000. The region-SRE and item-SRE curves are still below the ''Tabkhi'' curve except for the benchmark program b03-mp2encode. For several benchmark programs, the Tabhki approach fails to save energy and has energy cost greater than 1.00. Curves of our approaches are still below the horizontal line of energy = 1.00 for most of the benchmark programs. Figure 19 shows the growth of the state-transition energy of the region-SRE approach when OVR increased from 100 to 1000. (The item-SRE results are in Appendix D.) Our PGR-core identification criteria is still effective to adapt the PGR granularity for the state-transition overhead except for the program b03-mp2encode. For b03-mp2encode, our approach fails to find a balance point between computational energy and state-transition overhead. The success of parallelism scaling relies on the PGR granularity control to balance between computational energy and state-transition overhead.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes the parallelism scaling approach to improve energy efficiency through power gating. The compiler algorithm attempts to depower hardware exceeding performance requirements and improve the efficiency to trade speedup with energy cost. The development establishes the mathematical programming theory as a general framework for parallelism control: 1) We developed a fully parameterized PGR granularity control scheme such that the program partitioning can adapt for power gating overhead.
With the PGR-granularity control scheme, the multi-pass algorithm finds a balance between computational energy and state-transition overhead for performance-constrained energy optimization. 2) We proposed the PGR composition algorithm to obtain the optimal program partitioning in polynomial time. The N-way multi-cut problem is NP-complete for arbitrary graphs but partitioning the CFG of a high-level language program is not so hard. The optimal partitioning can be obtained from rule-based composition since there are only limited set of structure types. 3) We proposed a model and a heuristic to decide execution parallelism for performance-constrained energy optimization. Success of the parallelism tuning relies on the PGR granularity control to limit the state-transition overhead. Evaluation over a VLIW-style architecture shows 20% to 30% energy saving to meet performance demand compared to the state-of-art approach [36] . Our approach also has significant energy saving at the peak-performance mode. Compared to the previous parallelism control scheme [18] at peak-performance mode, the evaluation reveals a significant room to save energy through parallelism control with performance demand. We recommend developers to do solution space exploration to find a sweet spot between performance and energy cost.
The proposed parallelism scaling algorithm may be improved from several aspects. The multi-pass algorithm to find a parallelism scaling solution is of high complexity.
A future research direction is to seek for low-complexity algorithm that gets satisfactory energy efficiency. On the other aspects, how parallel instructions are exploited may also affect the efficiency of parallelism scaling. Experimenting the parallelism scaling framework with more instruction scheduling approaches, such as software pipelining on loops, is another future work.
The major future work is to experiment the theory with other styles of accelerators having parallel hardware. Unlike programming a general purpose CPU, programming an accelerator needs extensive works on profiling and instrumentation to direct how a program is offloaded and realized [22] . The parallelism scaling is a general framework to do solution space space exploration for accelerator programming. The theory can be applied to other styles of power-gated parallel hardware as long as the execution parallelism determines the speed and power consumption. We recommend to redesign the microarchitecture (as in the case of [43] ) such that most of the processor's power is affected by parallelism control. Recently, several VLIW processors are enhanced with vector or SIMD instructions to support data-level parallelism (DLP) [7] , [14] - [17] . The VLIW architecture with DLP support has more parallel hardware and is our next target to experiment the parallelism scaling theory. There are also other architectures having parallel hardware, such as GPUs or multi-core processors. These parallel architectures are also potential applications of the parallelism scaling theory.
